Rotary Hammer

TC-RH 800 4F
Item No.: 4257980
Ident No.: 11029
Bar Code: 4006825634570
The Einhell TC-RH 800 4F rotary hammer is a powerful 800 W helper with four basic functions: drilling, impact drilling and chiseling with/without lock.
With its pneumatic impact mechanism the rotary hammer provides very good forward traction for a drilling capacity of up to 26 mm in concrete. There is
a practical position switch for all functions, while the large soft grip surfaces ensure a firm hold. The rotary hammer is equipped with a continuous
operation lock, an SDS-plus tool chuck with semi-automatic function, an overload slip coupling and electronic speed control for adjusting the tool to the
particular material/application. The product is supplied in a practical E-Box Basic transport and storage case.

Features & Benefits
- 4 functions: Drilling/impact drilling/chiseling with and w/o lock
- Overload safety stop for extra user safety
- One position switch for all functions
- Large soft grip surfaces for pleasant working
- Continuous operation lock for comfortable and easy operation
- Pneumatic impact mechanism for very good forward traction
- Robust SDS-plus tool chuck with semi-automatic function
- Speed electronics for material and application suitable working
- Infinitely adjustable drilling depth stop made of solid metal
- Supplied in transport and storage case E-Box Basic

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Idle speed
- Impact rate
- Impact power
- Tool holder
- Drilling capacity in concrete

220-240 V | 50 Hz
800 W
0-930 min^-1
0-4500 min^-1
2.6 J
SDS-plus
26 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

3.12 kg
4.97 kg
420 x 107 x 359 mm
4 Pieces
20.8 kg
370 x 480 x 445 mm
1360 | 2800 | 3252

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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Available as special accessories
E-Box Basic M42 for Kit
Case
Item No.: 4530064
Bar Code:
Einhell Accessory

TC-RH 800 4F for Kit
Rotary Hammer
Item No.: 4257981
Bar Code:
Einhell Classic
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